Preface
This inspiration brochure is published by Cube Design A/S as an inspiration to the contract market.
The brochure is designed to show different opportunities within office arrangements. It will
show you what the right arrangement can do for your office environment - it will give you both
a functional and personal office environment that everyone can feel comfortable in.
Subject to color changes in relation to the finished product.
Please contact Cube Design for color samples.
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Cube Design is environmentally certified according
to DS / EN ISO 14001:2015.
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Cube Design is a member of Danish Furnituremakers’ Quality Control. This is to ensure that we
are up to date of current legislation in environment,
CE marking and furniture testing.
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CERTIFICATES AND TESTS
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Cube Design’s products have been tested at
Danish Technological Institute and you will find
all rapports on our website under “About”.

FIND CUBE DESIGN ON
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CUSTOMIZE YOUR V STORAGE
V can be combined in many different ways. As a standard
the cabinet can be made in six different laminate colors
with 33 different ABS colors for the edges or in six different
veneer types.
Details are important and we can make your cabinet the
way you want. You can choose to match the ABS-edges of
the fronts with the corner lists of the cabinet. The bookcases on the right have been made with push brackets
on all fronts to make the look very clean.
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RAW BENCH WITH CABLE TRAYS &
AN ACOUSTIC DESK SCREEN WALL
Pale blue
Shell

If you want the RAW bench desk for your office, we recommend
adding an acoustic desk screen wall, two single cable trays and a
centered cable tray as well as two cable grommets in each table
top. By adding the acoustic desk screen wall to your bench you
can reduce the noice level in your office. The desk screen wall is
mounted on the frame and will not move when you rise or lower
your table. Under the desk screen wall you will find the centered
cable tray. A cable tray that is accessible from both sides of the
table. The centered cable tray is made with two doors so your
wires and cables are hidden when the doors are closed.
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THE CUBE DESIGN CANTEEN TABLE

Polished chrome
Steel

A canteen table is often used by many different people - some more
careful than others. This is why the durability of the table should be
your number one priority. Like all of our other products, we test the
durability before we launch a new product. And this canteen table
is both durable and extremely stable.
It is available in two sizes; four or six chairs in total. To make the
edges strong, we make them with impact-resistant ABS. The same
material as used for LEGO blocks and bumpers. The ABS-edge is
available in more than 30 colors.
The frame is black powder coated steel, but we can make it in alu
or white too (surcharge). There are adjustable shoes in all four legs,
which ensures that the canteen table will stand firmly even though
the floor is uneven. If you want to make it easy to clean the floor
under the table, we recommend that you choose our Vesper 1 chair
as we have chair suspensions for this model.
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A ROLL FRONT CABINET
White lacquer
Steel

A cabinet made with a mitre joint with
an impact-resistant ABS-edge and
sideways roll front. The interest for
these cabinets has increased which
is why we chose to design a roll front
cabinet for our V storage series. The
roll front is lacquered in white, light
grey, medium grey, charcoal grey or
black. Beside these five colors you
can chose all of our veneer types. The
cabinet has four regular rooms where
all trays and push-drawers for depth
350 mm can be used. The roll front is
sideways which gives you full acces to
all rooms in the cabinet.
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CUSTOMIZE YOUR V STORAGE
V can be combined in many different ways. As a standard
the cabinet can be made in six different laminate colors
with 33 different ABS colors for the edges or in six different
veneer types.
Details are important and we can make your cabinet the
way you want. You can choose to match the ABS-edges of
the fronts with the corner lists of the cabinet. The bookcases on the right have been made with push brackets
on all fronts to make the look very clean.
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RAW BENCH WITH CABLE TRAYS &
AN ACOUSTIC DESK SCREEN WALL
If you want the RAW bench desk for your office, we recommend
adding an acoustic desk screen wall, two single cable trays and a
centered cable tray as well as two cable grommets in each table
top. By adding the acoustic desk screen wall to your bench you
can reduce the noice level in your office. The desk screen wall is
mounted on the frame and will not move when you rise or lower
your table. Under the desk screen wall you will find the centered
cable tray. A cable tray that is accessible from both sides of the
table. The centered cable tray is made with two doors so your
wires and cables are hidden when the doors are closed.
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THE CUBE DESIGN CANTEEN TABLE
A canteen table is often used by many different people - some more
careful than others. This is why the durability of the table should be
your number one priority. Like all of our other products, we test the
durability before we launch a new product. And this canteen table
is both durable and extremely stable.
It is available in two sizes; four or six chairs in total. To make the
edges strong, we make them with impact-resistant ABS. The same
material as used for LEGO blocks and bumpers. The ABS-edge is
available in more than 30 colors.
The frame is black powder coated steel, but we can make it in alu
or white too (surcharge). There are adjustable shoes in all four legs,
which ensures that the canteen table will stand firmly even though
the floor is uneven. If you want to make it easy to clean the floor
under the table, we recommend that you choose our Vesper 1 chair
as we have chair suspensions for this model.
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A ROLL FRONT CABINET

A cabinet made with a mitre joint with
an impact-resistant ABS-edge and
sideways roll front. The interest for
these cabinets has increased which
is why we chose to design a roll front
cabinet for our V storage series. The
roll front is lacquered in white, light
grey, medium grey, charcoal grey or
black. Beside these five colors you
can chose all of our veneer types. The
cabinet has four regular rooms where
all trays and push-drawers for depth
350 mm can be used. The roll front is
sideways which gives you full acces to
all rooms in the cabinet.
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